Stable gene selection from microarray data via sample weighting.
Feature selection from gene expression microarray data is a widely used technique for selecting candidate genes in various cancer studies. Besides predictive ability of the selected genes, an important aspect in evaluating a selection method is the stability of the selected genes. Experts instinctively have high confidence in the result of a selection method that selects similar sets of genes under some variations to the samples. However, a common problem of existing feature selection methods for gene expression data is that the selected genes by the same method often vary significantly with sample variations. In this work, we propose a general framework of sample weighting to improve the stability of feature selection methods under sample variations. The framework first weights each sample in a given training set according to its influence to the estimation of feature relevance, and then provides the weighted training set to a feature selection method. We also develop an efficient margin-based sample weighting algorithm under this framework. Experiments on a set of microarray data sets show that the proposed algorithm significantly improves the stability of representative feature selection algorithms such as SVM-RFE and ReliefF, without sacrificing their classification performance. Moreover, the proposed algorithm also leads to more stable gene signatures than the state-of-the-art ensemble method, particularly for small signature sizes.